For all RTO staff

THIS SERVICE AGREEMENT NOTIFICATION (SAN) 2012-15 SHOULD BE READ IN CONJUNCTION WITH SAN 2012-10 ISSUED ON 2 MAY 2012

Background

SAN 2012-10: Variations to 2012 Service Agreements – Fees and Subsidies from 1 July to 31 December 2012 was issued on 2 May 2012 and provided contractual variations at Attachment 1.

Main Points

An amendment has been made to the Course Subsidy calculation such that government subsidised training delivery to an individual who meets the indigenous loading status and the youth loading definition will attract both student loadings i.e. course subsidy X 1.5 Indigenous loading X 1.3 Youth loading (X any other applicable loading/adjustment). This additional multiplier provides increased funding support for training delivery to young Indigenous students.

This SAN varies and replaces clause 6.8 a) of Schedule 2 in SAN 2012-10 Attachment 1 as follows (changes made are underlined):

- Page 9, Clause 6.8 a) of Schedule 2:
  - By a student loading being either or both of the following two:
    - The relevant ‘Course Subsidy’ detailed on the Funded Courses Report will be adjusted by the Commission for Eligible Individuals who self-identify as being of Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander descent (and are reported as such through the “Indigenous Student Identifier” field of the Student Statistical Report) by multiplying the ‘Course Subsidy’ for the course (as identified on the Funded Courses Report) by 1.5
    - The relevant ‘Course Subsidy’ detailed on the Funded Courses Report will be adjusted by the Commission for Eligible Individuals aged 15-19 years as at 1 January 2012 without Year 12 or equivalent (deemed to be Certificate II for this purpose), or higher, by multiplying the ‘Course Subsidy’ for the course (as identified on the Funded Courses Report) by 1.3.

Actions Required:

- RTOs note the above information.
- All enquiries concerning this Service Agreement Notification should be lodged on SVTS under the category ‘Service Agreements’.

Kym Peake
Deputy Secretary